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1. INTRODUCTION 
All concepts and all proofs in this paper are fairly elementary. Our purpose is 
to present a self-contained and new technique to prove the following two fixed 
point theorems: 
THEOREM 1. A hereditarily decomposable and hereditarily unicoherent 
Hausdorff continuum has the fixed point property for continuous monotone 
mappings. 
See Ward [6]. A map f: X+ Y is called monotone if f - ‘0) is connected for 
each YE Y. 
THEOREM 2. A connected Tl space with a normal binary subbase has the 
fixed point property for convexity preserving mappings. 
A collection Yof subsets of X is called binary if each linked system YC Y 
(i.e. a family of which any two members intersect) satisfies rl Y # 0. Yis called 
normal if for each $,S~E Y with SrnSz=0 there exist S’~,S$E Y with 
Sr c X - S;; SZ c X - S$,; Si U Si =X. A subset CC X is called convex relative to 
Yif C= X or if C= tl Y for some 0 # YC % If Yand Tare families of subsets 
of, respectively, X and Y, then a map f: X-+ Y is called convexity preserving re- 
lative to Yand F-if for each convex DC Y, the set f - ‘(D)c X is also convex. 
Notice that f is continuous if Yand Fare closed subbases. 
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A topological space as in theorem 2 actually has the fixed point property for 
continuous mappings: see Van de Vel [4, car. 3.71. We have not been able to 
obtain this result from our elementary techniques, though we can prove the 
existence of a “concentration” point, and of a stable maximal linked system. 
2,STABILITYOFTWO-SETCOVERS 
The following theorem will be proved in three stages: 
2.1 THEOREM. Let X be a connected space, f: X+X a continuous map, and 
{PI, P2) a closed covering of X. Then there exists an i E { 1,2} such that 
Vm,rZEZ: f”(P$nf”(Pi)#O. 
We agree that f O= identity of X. For n>O, f”(Pi) denotes the image of Pi 
under the n-fold composition f 0 f 0 . . . 0 f. For n < 0, fn(Pi) denotes the in- 
verse image of Pi under f 1 n 1. 
A mapping f: X+ Y is called connection preserving if for each connected set 
A CX the image set f(A) c Y is also connected. 
2.2 LEMMA. Let X be a connected space, f: X+X a connection preserving 
mapping, and (PI, P2) a closed covering of X. Then there is an iE (1,2) such 
that 
Yn20: f-“(Pi)fIPj#O. 
PROOF. Assumme to the contrary that there exist m, n 10 such that 
(1% f -yPl)nP1 =0; 
(2): f -“(P2)fIP2=0. 
X being nonempty, m and n are strictly positive. As 
{P1,P2}, df-n(Pl),f-“(P2)} and {f -“(Pl),f -m(P2)> 
are coverings of X, we find from (1) that 
(3): f -“(P1)CP2; 
(4): Pl cf - m (Pz), 
and from (2) that 
0): f-"(P2)CPl. 
Using (3), (4) and (5) we obtain 
(6): f -“(R)cf -“-“(P2)Cf -“(P1)cP2, 
whence by (2), f -“(Pl)flf -“(P2)=0, i.e. f”(X)n(PlnP2)=0. As X is con- 
nected and as f is connection preserving, we find either that 
f”(x) C PI, or f”(X) C A. 
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In the first case, x=f-“(Pi)CPz by (6), contradicting (2), whereas in the 
second case, X= f -n (Pz) C Pi by (5), contradicting (1). 0 
2.3 COROLLARY. Let X be a connected space, let f: X-+X be continuous, and let 
{P1,P2} be a closed covering of X. Then there is an irz { 1,2) such that 
~m,nlO:f-“(Pi)nf-“(Pi)#O. 
PROOF. Assume to the contrary that 
(1): zlk,lrO:f-k(P1)r)f-~(P1)=O(say: kll); 
(2): Flm,n20:f-m(P2)nf-“(P2)=0 (say: mln). 
We may assume that e.g. ml k. Applyingf-ck-@ on the equation (2), we find 
f-k(P2)flf-“-(k-m)(P2)=0. 
Writing Pi =fpk(P1), Pi =fek(Pz), we obtain a closed covering {PI, Pi} of X 
satisfying 
(1’): pi nf- (‘-4 (P;) = 0 
(2’): Pinf-n+yP;)=0. 
This contradicts with lemma 2.2. q 
PROOFOFTHEOREM 2.1. By 2.3 we find an ie { 1,2} such that 
Vm,nlO: fm(Pi)nfm(P;)#O. 
We show that this inequation is also valid for m or n positive. 
(a) Assume that m > 0 and n I 0 are such that f m (Pi) nf”(Pi) = 0. Applying 
f-“1 we find 
pinp-m (Pi)Cf-mfm(Pi)nf-mfn(Pj)=O, 
contradicting with our assumption. 
(b) Assume that m > 0 and n >0 are such that fm(Pi) fIf”(Pi) =0. Then 
m # n, say: m < n. Applying f -n, and using the fact that 
f -(n-m) (Pi)Cf -nfm(Pi), 
we find 
f -(n-m) (pi)nPicf -y(pj)nf -yfqpi)=O, 
again contradicting our assumption. 0 
3,DECOMPOSABLEBINARYFAMILIES 
Recall that a continuum X is, decomposable if there exist two proper subcon- 
tinua C, D of X with X= CUD. X is called hereditarily decomposable if each 
subcontinuum of X with more than one point is decomposable. We use this as 
our motivation for the following. 
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3.1 DEFINITION. A collection Yof subsets of X is decomposable if 
(i) XE 9; 
(ii) if O#Ycx then ~Y’EY; 
(iii) if SE Yhas more than one point, then S = St U S2 for some St, $2 E Ywith 
Sl#S#S2. 
Next comes our basical result: 
3.2 THEOREM. Let X be a connected space, and let Y be a decomposable 
binary collection of closed connected sets. If f: X-+X is a continuous map such 
that f - ‘(5’) E Yfor each SE Z then f has a fixed point. 
PROOF. Let xdenote the collection of all SE Y- {O} with f(s) CS. Then 
Y# 0 since XE zC Each subcollection Y'C Y which is totally ordered by 
inclusion has a lower bound in .$ namely n Y’. By Zorn’s lemma, there exists a 
minimal set Ko~ x If KO has but one point, then this is a fixed point off. 
Assume that Ko has more than one point, and choose St, SZ E Y with 
Ko= St US% St #Ko#&. As KO is connected and f(Ko) CKO, we can use 
theorem 2.1 to find an in { 1, 2) such that the collection 
(f”(Si) I neZ} 
is a linked system. Notice that for n I O,f” (Si) E Yby assumption on f. We write 
L n =f”(Si) if n IO, 
and 
Ln= n (s 1 f"(Sj)cS~ Y} if n>O. 
Notice that there is at least one intersecting set, namely KOG Sp, and that 
(*I: f(L.-l)CL.,nEZ. 
For n s 0, this is a triviality. For n>O, this follows from the fact that 
f-‘(s) E Yfor each SE % The reader should check this. By the binarity of Y, 
0fL= n Ln, 
ncz 
whereas L E y: and f (L) c L by (*). Since L C Si 5 Ko, we find a contradiction 
with the minimality of Ko. cl 
We are now able to derive the results announced in the introduction. 
3.3 PROOFOFTHEOREM 1. Let X be a hereditarily decomposable and here- 
ditarily unicoherent Hausdorff continuum, and let Ydenote the collection of all 
subcontinua of X. Then XE Y, and the hereditary unicoherence of X means 
exactly that Y is closed under intersection. Hereditary decomposability of X is 
equivalent to Y satisfying condition (iii) of 3.1, whence Y is a decomposable 
collection. 
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Yis also binary collection: we give a short and straightforward proof. Let 
{KI, . . . . K,,} c Ybe linked. We show that ny= t Ki # 0. 
(i): II = 3. If Kl fIKznK3 =0, then (KI UK2)nK3 is a subcontinuum of X 
(unicoherence) which is the disjoint union of K1 fl K3 and K2 tl K3, contra- 
diction. 
(ii): induction: assume the statement has been proved for the number n, and 
let {Kl, . . ., Kn + r > be a linked system of subcontinua. Using the case n = 3, 
we find another linked system 
(KlnK,+l,...,K,nK,+l} 
of subcontinua, and the statement follows directly from the inductive as- 
sumption. 
Using compactness of X, every linked system in Ymust have a nonempty in- 
tersection, proving that Yis binary. 
If f: X-+X is a monotone mapping, then for each subcontinuum A CX the 
inverse image f - ‘(A) is also connected. Indeed, if C,D are disjoint closed sets 
with CUD=f-‘(A), then f-‘(x)CC or f-‘(x)CD for each XEA, whence C 
and D are saturated w.r.t. f. By compactness, f(C) and f(D) are disjoint closed 
sets covering ff - ‘(A) =A f-If(X). The latter set is connected (unicoherence), 
whence C=0 or D=0. This shows that a monotone map f: X-+X satisfies 
f - $5’) E Yfor each SE X and theorem 3.2 can be applied. 0 
3.4 PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let Ybe a normal binary closed subbase of a con- 
nected rl space X. A routine check shows that the collection of all &convex 
sets, 
.~*={fw~0~975qu{x~, 
is also binary. Y* satisfies (i) and (ii) of 3.1. If x1 #x2 are points of C E .Y’*, then 
choose 8, 95 c Ywith 
{Xi> = fl .i/;, i = 1,2 (X is TI; 9’ is a closed subbase). 
By binarity of Ythere exist SI E 3 and S2 E 55 with St fl S2 = 0. By normality of 
z there exist St, Si E Ywith 
SlCX--si; szcx-si; s;us;=x. 
It follows that C= (Cn S;) U (Cfl S;), and that Cfl Si # C# Cfl S;. 
We have thusfar shown that Y* is a binary decomposable collection. We next 
show that each member of Y* is connected. This can be seen as follows: if 
x,x’ E X, then we put 
mx2)= n{s 1 {x~,x~)csEY). 
Notice that 1(x1,x2) E Y*. If X1,X2,X3 EX, then the set 
wxl, x2, x3) =4x1, x2) n m x3) n 1(x3, xl) 
is nonempty (binarity of .Y*). If XZX’ are in M(xI,xz,x~), then proceeding as 
above, we can find &FE Ywith XEX-S’; x’EX-SS; SUS’=X. Then at least 
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two of x1, x2, x3 - say: xi, xz - are e.g. in S, whence X’ E 4x1, x2) c S, contradic- 
tion. Hence, M(x1,x2,x3) is a singleton, and we can define a map m : X3-+X by 
{m(x1,xz,x3)} = M(x1,x2,x3). This function is continuous: let SO E 9, and sup- 
pose that m(xl,xz,xs) $ SO. By binarity of Y*, we find e.g. that 1(x1, x2) fl SO = 0. 
By the binarity of Y: we can find Si E Ywith 
By the normality of Y: there exist Sb, S\ E Ywith Si c S\ - SO; SOC Sb - S’I; 
Sb U Si =X. In particular, S 1 C int Si, and for each xi,xi E int Si, we obtain 
(X; arbitrary): 
This shows that m -‘(X-- SO) is open in X3. Ybeing a closed subbase, m is con- 
tinuous. It is now easy to see that for each x1,x2 ~X,I(xi,x$ is the continuous 
image of X under the map m(xl,x2, -). Hence, if CE Y* and if x1,x2 E C, then 
C contains a continuum 4x1, x2) containing xi, x2, proving that C is connected. 
Theorem 2 now follows from an application of theorem 3.2. 0 
Connectedness of convex sets relative to a normal binary subbase of a conti- 
nuum is a well-known result. The classical proof involves the use of a “nearest 
point” map, retracting the space onto convex sets (cf. e.g. Van Mill and Van de 
Vel[3, th. 2.5.1). The above kind of argument has first been used by Van Mill in 
[1, lemma 11. 
3.5 REMARKS 
(a) A tree is a continuum in which every two distinct points can be separated 
by a third one (cf. Ward [5]). By a result of Whyburn [7, th. 9.11, this is 
equivalent with the space being locally connected and hereditarily unico- 
herent. Hence, the collection of subcontinua of this space is both a normal 
binary subbase and a decomposable binary family. The monotone self- 
maps are exactly the same as the convexity preserving mappings. This 
shows that the assumptions of theorems 1 and 2 meet on the class of trees. 
(b) The class of spaces with a normal binary subbase contains all Tychonov 
Cubes. It is therefore desirable to find an elementary proof of an extension 
of theorem 2 to arbitrary continuous selfmaps. With our volunteer 
restriction to elementary methods, we were only able to prove the existence 
of a certain “almost” fixed point: 
3.6. THEOREM. Let Ybe a normal binary subbase of the Tz-continuum X, 
and let f: X+X be continuous. Then there exists an XEX, together with a col- 
lection YOC $ such that 
(1) fwo=(x) 
(2) Y m, n E Z V Sl, S2 E 55: fm(Sl) nays,) + 0. 
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PROOF. Let M denote the collection of all families J of closed sets of X 
such that Ais a linked family (cf. the introduction) and such that 
(3) YMEA: f(M)EAandf-‘(A4)EJ 
(note that f(M) is closed). There is at least one such family: e.g. 
df={M ~27nn2O:f”(X)cM}. 
It is clear that M is inductively ordered upwards by inclusion. By Zorn’s 
lemma, there is a maximal AOE M. 
If A CX is a closed set, and if MCA for some ME A!, then 
A%=&U{B / BnEz:S”(A)CB} 
is a linked family satisfying (3), whence JOE M, and JO= A-, by maximality. 
In particular, A E Ao. 
Let {PI,&} be a closed covering of X. By theorem 2.1, we may assume 
that e.g. 
Y m, n E z: fyp,) np(Pl) z 0. 
If Pi Il h4= 0 for some ME JO, then MC P2, and hence P2 E A’0 by the above ar- 
gument. If, instead, PI fIM# 0 for all ME JO, then, in particular, we have for 
each n~iZ, 
YMEJzo: Plr-lfn(M)#O 
and hence that 
vivkkO:f-yPlp-mffO, t2d. 
It follows that 
~oU{B / BnEz:f”(Pl)CB} 
is a linked family satisfying (3), and by maximalilty, it equals JO. 
We have thusfar shown that for each closed cover {P1,P2} of X, either 
PI E do, or POE .Ao. Define 
yo= mdo. 
Since .A0 is linked, we obtain from the binarity of Ythat n Yo# 0. If xl +x2 
are in fl 90, then fix 991 c Yand Y2c .Ywith 
{~~~=n.97,{x~)=n~5vl:.~ is a closed subbase, X is rl). 
Then fl Yi n rlY2 =0, and using binarity, there exist Sr E 5, SZ E 9’2 with 
slns2=0. 
Using normality of the family -4”; we can find S; E Yi, S 5 E .Y$ with 
slcs;-s$s2csi-~si,siusi=x. 
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Hence, either S’r E .Ao, or Si E JO, showing that either S; E YO or Si E Ye. This 
contradicts the fact that both x1 and x2 are in tl Ye. 
So we may write tl 90 = {x} for some x E X. If Si, S2 E Ye and if m, n E Z, then 
using property (3) of Jo, we have that 
f”(Sl) E Jo, fw> E Jo, 
and (2) follows from the fact that Jo is linked. 0 
3.7 REMARK. The family .Ao, constructed in the above proof, is actually maxi- 
mal with the property of being linked, i.e. a maximal linked system. Indeed, if 
NCX is a closed set with N$ .Lo, then 
dfoU{B 1 BnEz:p(N)CB} 
cannot be a linked system (otherwise it would be a proper extension of .AYO 
which is in M/1). Hence for some ME LO and some n E Z, 
im-lf”(N) =0. 
Consequently, 
f -yM)nN=O, 
wheref-“(M) E .A. Hence, a closed set which is not in JO is disjoint with some 
member of Jo, proving the desired maximality property. 
Note that the subbase Yin theorem 3.6 is used only at a later stage. So we 
have shown that for each continuous selfmap f of a Tz-continuum X there exists 
a Wable” maximal linked system AZ of closed subsets of X: 
YMEJ: f(M)Elandf-l(M)EA. 
In a sense, this is the best possible thing to have: if A is required to be an 
ultrafilter (and if X is compact Hausdorff), then Adetermines a fixed point of 
f, which in general need not exist. 
Recently, Van Mill obtained a partial strengthening of the above result (but 
the proof is far from being elementary): if X is a metric continuum, and if 
f: X+X is continuous, then for each n 2 2 there is a maximal n-linked system 
which (in a metric sense) is near to being stable (n-linked means that every n 
members of the family intersect). See [2]. 
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